The Choice of Working Professionals

Think Tank Photo designs camera bag solutions for working professionals. Our products are born from the collaborative efforts of professional photographers and product designers, working together with a common goal: create the most innovative and effective solutions for any and all photographic situations.
PHOTOGRAPHERS + DESIGNERS = INNOVATION

Deanne Fitzmaurice
Co-founder of Think Tank Photo
@deannefitzmaurice
Paul Zoeller
Great customer service from @thinkTANKphoto getting parts to me ASAP

Anne Edgar Photography
thank you Think Tank Photo for the replacement thin skin pouch sent last month, your customer service is stellar!

Fran Ruchalski
A grommet on my Credential Holder came out... they sent me a new one without delay... That’s a company that cares about their customers... I will be a customer for life.

RCP Photography
A huge thank you to THINK TANK PHOTO for the amazing level support as well as great products, replacement handle to the rescue less than 24 hours after calling in while traveling.
AIRPORT ROLLERS and ROLLING BACKPACKS

Mo DeLong (featured)  
@momatter  
Kurt Rogers (photographer)  
Essdras Suarez  
essdras.com  
Washington, D.C.
ROLLING CASES

CUSTOMIZABLE DIVIDER LAYOUTS TO PROTECT YOUR GEAR

ADVANCED SECURITY FEATURES OFFER PEACE OF MIND

ROLLING CASES
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EXPLORE ONLINE

CUSTOM RETRACTABLE HANDLE WITH INSET CHANNEL FOR STRENGTH

HIGH-PERFORMANCE WHEELS WITH EXTRA-TOUGH SEALED BEARINGS

*CHECK WITH YOUR AIRLINE FOR CURRENT CARRY ON REQUIREMENTS
ROLLERS SIZED FOR REGIONAL, DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL AIR TRAVEL*

TALL WHEEL HOUSINGS AND SKID PLATE PROTECT YOUR BAG

LIFT, PULL, CARRY. GRAB HANDLES ON ALL FOUR SIDES

ROOM TO CARRY PERSONAL ITEMS

WILL YOUR GEAR FIT?
ROLLING BACKPACKS

REPLACEABLE HANDLES, WHEELS AND HOUSINGS

KEEP EVERYTHING ORGANIZED AND ACCESSIBLE

KEEP YOUR LAPTOP AND TABLET SAFE AND SECURE

VERSATILITY! ROLL OVER SMOOTH SURFACES OR...
WILL YOUR GEAR FIT?

STRAPS
HIDE-AWAY WHEN NOT IN USE

...CARRY OVER ROUGH TERRAIN

SECURE YOUR GEAR WITH CABLE LOCK AND LOCKABLE SLIDERS
STUDIO ROLLERS
REPLACEABLE, SHOCK-ABSORBENT WHEELS KEEP YOU MOVING

ARMORED PLATING AND BALLISTIC NYLON EXTERIOR PROVIDE SUPERIOR PROTECTION
PACK AND TRANSPORT YOUR ENTIRE STUDIO

CUSTOMIZABLE ID PANELS KEEP TRACK OF YOUR GEAR

ADVANCED SECURITY FEATURES OFFER PEACE OF MIND

WILL YOUR GEAR FIT?

LEARN MORE!

www.thinktankphoto.com
TRAVEL BACKPACKS

STORE YOUR DSLR OR MIRRORLESS PHOTO GEAR AND/OR...

MULTIPLE WAYS TO ATTACH TRIPODS

PROTECT AND CARRY LAPTOPS AND TABLETS

PACKS SIZED FOR REGIONAL, DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL AIR TRAVEL*

EXPLORE ONLINE
MODULAR COMPONENTS INTEGRATE WITH SELECT PACKS TO EXPAND FUNCTIONALITY (PURCHASE SEPARATELY)

KEEP YOUR PERSONAL ITEMS ORGANIZED AND EASY TO REACH

HANDLE PASS-THROUGH FOR TRAVEL WITH OUR ROLLING CASES

...PERSONAL ITEMS FOR DAY TRIPS, INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL AND MORE

*CHECK WITH YOUR AIRLINE FOR CURRENT CARRY ON REQUIREMENTS
ADVENTURE BACKPACKS

WATERPROOF TARPALIN PANEL ON BOTTOM KEEPS YOUR GEAR DRY

QUICKLY GRAB YOUR GEAR WITH REAR, TOP OR SIDE ACCESS
GET TO YOUR GEAR WHILE KEEPING THE BACKPACK ON

CUSTOM HARNESS AND VENTILATION SYSTEMS FOR COMFORT AND FIT

STAY HYDRATED WITH ROOM TO CARRY YOUR WATER RESERVOIR (PURCHASE SEPARATELY)

WILL YOUR GEAR FIT?

ADVENTURE BACKPACKS
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EXPLORE ONLINE

www.thinktankphoto.com
SHOULDER BAGS and SLING BAGS

Marco Marroni
@marcomarroni_official
Australia

Mo DeLong (featured)
@momatter
Kurt Rogers (photographer)
SHOULDER BAGS

PADDED, NON-SLIP SHOULDER STRAP FOR ADDED COMFORT

STYLISH, FORM-FITTING MATERIALS AND INCONSPICUOUS DESIGNS

HOLSTERS OFFER POP-DOWN FEATURE FOR QUICK CAMERA ACCESS WITH LENS AND HOOD ATTACHED

STRETCH POCKET KEEPS WATER BOTTLE HANDY
STOWABLE ZIPPERED CLOSURE TO SECURE YOUR GEAR

OPTIMIZED TO HOLD PRO AND MIRRORLESS KITS

WILL YOUR GEAR FIT?

www.thinktankphoto.com
SLING BAGS

“SLINGS BOTH WAYS” FUNCTIONALITY ALLOWS CARRY ON EITHER SHOULDER

SECURE A SMALL TRIPOD TO THE FRONT OF BAG

INTERNAL ORGANIZER POCKETS FOR FILTERS, BATTERIES, CARDS AND MORE

CARRY PRO-SIZED CAMERA GEAR AND...

SLING BAGS

EXPLORE ONLINE
WILL YOUR GEAR FIT?

CAMERA ACCESS FROM EITHER SIDE WITHOUT HAVING TO RECONFIGURE DIVIDERS

‘T’ ZIPPER HANDLE IS EASY TO PULL WITH COLD OR GLOVED FINGERS

DEDICATED TABLET POCKET

...STACK SMALL LENSES
TRAVEL DUFFELS
TRAVEL DUFFELS

WIDE OPENING WITH ACCESS TO 50 LITERS OF CAPACITY

PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS OFFERS THINK TANK’S LEGENDARY CARRY COMFORT

KEEP YOUR GEAR SAFE WITH LOCKABLE ZIPPERS

THICK ABRASION-RESISTANT CANVAS IS READY FOR RUGGED ADVENTURE

ORGANIZE AND MOVE YOUR GEAR FROM HOME TO CAR, TO WHEREVER THE ROAD LEADS YOU

WIDE OPENING WITH ACCESS TO 50 LITERS OF CAPACITY
LARGE ZIPPERED POCKET FOR EASY ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL ITEMS

ROBUST HANDLES, EASY TO GRAB ON 4 SIDES AND TOP OF DUFFELS

ZIPPERED TOP COVER TUCKS AWAY INTO AN INTERIOR POCKET

KEEP TRACK OF YOUR GEAR WITH SEE-THROUGH MESH POCKETS

WILL YOUR GEAR FIT?
MODULAR CONFIGURE POUCHES FOR ANY ASSIGNMENT

WIDE-MOUTH OPENINGS FOR QUICK, ONE-HANDED ACCESS

ONE-HANDED CLOSURE KEEPS YOU MOVING

“SKIN” POUCHES FOLD AWAY FOR EFFICIENT PACK AND TRAVEL

STOW LENS HOODS IN POSITION WITH POP-DOWN FEATURE

MODULULAR ITEMS
EXPLORE ONLINE
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SPECIALY DESIGNED BELT SYSTEM FOR ALL-DAY COMFORT

WILL YOUR GEAR FIT?

www.thinktankphoto.com
ACCESSORIES

DUAL OPENING LENS CASES IN A RANGE OF SIZES

STORE BATTERIES RIGHT WHERE YOU NEED THEM

PROTECT YOUR GEAR FROM A DOWNPOUR OR DUSTY CONDITIONS

KEEP YOUR MEMORY CARDS SECURE AND ORGANIZED

PORTABLE AND COLLAPSIBLE SUN SHADE FOR PREVIEW AND EDITING IN THE FIELD
KEEP YOUR CABLES ORGANIZED AND ORDERLY

ACCESSORIES

EXPLORE ONLINE

65

ORGANIZE AND PROTECT ALL OF YOUR FILTERS

ORGANIZE ALL OF YOUR ACCESSORIES

WILL YOUR GEAR FIT?

www.thinktankphoto.com